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FIRE Accident

Safety Committee

เกิ ดเหตุเพลิ งไหม้

Occurrence of fire

แจ้งหัวหน้างาน/ผูร้ ว่ มงาน
Call to MG. or Colleague
Safety officer Call 1106,

ทาการดับเพลิงขัน้ ต้น

Primary fire fighting

ไม่สามารถควบคุมเพลิงได้
สามารถควบคุมเพลิงไหม้ได้

Incase of uncontrollable fire

Incase of controllable fire.

สอบสวนการเกิดเหตุ
คณะกรรมการความปลอดภัย
และรายงานผลไปยัง MG

Call 9 199
9 02521 1557
9 02517 2920
Push
the nearest
Fire Alarm

Accident investigate
and Report to MG.

พนักงานทุกคนอพยพ
แบบเดินเร็วไปจุดรวมพล

Everybody move by walking with
quit step to Assembly point

FIRE Accident

Safety Committee

Fire Accident Occur

Smoke or Heat
Detector

Automatic
Announcements ->
Detected at Building…

Fire Alarm ->
Ringing…

Communication Team
Announce SAFETY
Assembly point…

All Associate
Evacuate to. SAFETY
Assembly point…
.

How to evacuate when fire accident occur
1. When you hear the
warning alarm and the first
announcement, you should
start to get yourself ready.
1.1Turn off all electrical
equipment, 1.2 Tighten your
shoelaces,
1.3 Clear away any
obstructions in your path and
wait for the next
announcement.

2. When the evacuation
announcement is released,
you must look for your
department’s signal flag
and walk immediately to
the fire exit, the safe
means for escaping

3. You must quickly evacuate via the
pre-determined direction that will lead to
the secured assembly point.
3.1 If you have any guest or visitor,
please take them with you.
3.2 The correct way to evacuate from a
place with fire is to walk gently and
carefully but quickly [Should not run as
accidents may be incurred.]
3.3 During the evacuation, please take
care of those who require assistance like
patients, expectant mothers and
disabled persons.

4. When you reach the
assembly point, look for your
department’s signal flag and
count the members.
4.1 Once everyone is
confirmed, sit at the assembly
point with your department. A
representative will inform the
number of members to the
Safety Department.
4.2 Sit at the assembly point
until the state of normalcy is
announced.

